APPENDIX - VII

HINDUS WILL SAVE THE HINDUS ( ENGLISH TRANSLATION )

Wake up rich, labourers, peasants and poor Hindus of Bengal. Take revenge upon the Muslims who are committing inhuman acts on the Hindus. You have all heard and seen how inhuman acts are being done by the Muslims on the Hindus in the villages of East Bengal.

These Mohammedans are setting fire to innumerable villages and burning houses of the Hindus, looting away all properties of the helpless Hindus, killing them by cutting off their hands and feet, and forcing them to become Mohammedan with beef and Koran in their hands else murdering them. Hindu women are being ravished by them. Hindu temples are being destroyed and beef is thrown in these temples.

Brothers, are you silent after hearing and seeing all these? Who is responsible for these disturbances in the villages of Dacca in East Bengal? You are seeing that the British Government are taking no steps for it. All Muslim Sub-Inspectors of Police are oppressing Hindus and no action is being taken on the Muslims who are torturing the Hindus but rather they are helped. Minister Huq, Nawab Bahadur of Dacca and other Mohammedan Ministers are helping the Muslims in their work. These Ministers are despatching goondas of Peshwar from Calcutta for murdering the Hindus. You have seen all these at Dacca. Are you all sleeping? Can't you see now? Are you silent after seeing all these heart rendering inhuman tortures on the Hindu men and women? Is there no existence of Hindus?
Is there no blood in Hindus? Don't your blood get heated after seeing all the tortures? Brothers, take the law into your hands by kicking off the British Lion. Cool yourselves with their blood by thrusting dagger into their chests. All the Hindus of the different localities of the town should collectively attack the Muslims and massacre them and thence proceed to villages for the same purpose.

1. First of all murder Mohammedan police and sub-inspectors and eradicate Mohammedans from India.

2. Build Hindu temples after breaking the Mosque.

3. Boycott Mohammedan masons and hackney carriages.

4. Bring Hindu masons from Calcutta and other places and introduce Hindu Hackney carriages and motor-buses.

5. Punish the rich and poor Hindus and the traitors who will oppose for fear of police.

6. Our special request to the rich Hindus is that they will, like the Huq Ministry, bring notorious goondas to Dacca from outside and help these homeless, hunger-stricken Hindus with money for their maintenance and to fight against assailants. They should encourage the citizens of Dacca with money for taking revenge.

N.B. Failing this there is chance of dishonour and molestation.